OUR WOODEN DOCKS ARE A MODULAR AND AESTHETIC SOLUTION. FULLY REMOVABLE, THEY HAVE VERY LIMITED IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT AND ADAPT TO ALL NATURAL SPOTS: SEA, LAKE, POND OR RIVER.

Our wooden docks consist of a galvanized adjustable steel structure anchored to the bottom with piles and pinewood decking. The basic module measures 1.60m wide and 5.00m long.

These fixed wooden pontoons provide a solution that is both attractive and very solid, which adapts to any environment - sea, lake, pond or river - and virtually all types of soil. Our pontoons are easy to install, require no intervention of heavy machinery, can be disassembled for storage, and have a very limited impact on the natural environment.

The decking of our modular wooden docks consists of individual decks in widths of 1.20m, 1.60m or 3.50m, and length of 2.50m (2 decks per module). It is made by default in the best quality pressure treated pine. After cutting the wood is impregnated in class NTR A, which means that all ends are also impregnated. Decks are also available in the tropical and FSC certified wood Mandioquiera whose properties are ideal for just this purpose. All decks are assembled with stainless steel screws and the structure is hot-galvanized. All screws are made of stainless steel grade A4.
The basic module has a **length of 5.00m**. It is anchored on two H clamps **2.40m wide** fixed in the bottom of the water by pipes with 60mm section. This system ensures perfect and **strong anchoring**.

Being totally removable, our pontoons leave virtually **no footprint on the environment**. In places where the weather conditions are too severe, they can be **overwintered**, only anchoring system remains into the water.

**SECTORS OF ACTIVITY**

The modularity of our wooden docks NBC Marine allows them to adapt to **various water bodies** in many **sectors of activity**: water recreation, residential pontoon, environmental applications, etc.

Whatever your project, you can trust the versatility of our docks to meet your most precise needs.

**MODULAR STRUCTURE**

**SWIM LADDERS AND RAILINGS**

As accessories on our modular wooden docks, we offer **galvanized steel swim ladders or staircases** (width 95cm) and **railings with double handrail** made of rope, galvanized steel or wood.

**RESPECT OF THE ENVIRONMENT**
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